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IMPORTANT NUMBERS

FILL IN THESE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT NUMBERS, WHICH YOU CAM -OBTAIN

FROM THE APL COORDINATOR AT YOUR SCHOOL:

MY APL USER NUMBER:

APL SYSTEM TELEPHONE NUM EP:

TERMINAL SYSTEMS COORDINATOR TELEPHONE NUMBER:

IF THIS BOOK IS FOUND. PLEASE RETURN TO:

NAME:

GE OR CLASS:

HOP':

HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER:

1-1

. . .

Q.
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This manual J, dedicated to the students and faculty of ttur
Public Schools. Its pUrpose is to introduce the use of APV560, but
it should also interest the experienced user. APL /360 is Modular in
design, so you will find that you need learn only that portion of the
language required for a particular application.

The uses of APL /360 are limited only by your imagination', as you will
soon learn. Your mastery of the language will determine your success
in the use of this computer system.

We hope you will benefit from this book, and we invite your
constructive criticism.

Thomas J. McConnell, Jr.
Director, Information Processing System
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as* notaigilgacially the keys on the right marked ATTN (atten7
tion)and =TURN.- Also, the ON /OFF switch is located below the
ATTN Ite . You will Use these three ke s often.

APL WHAT

Right now, 1 :ompu ex sysitelr is avatlable'for use by Atlanta high
school students (and teachers). If your ,school is equipped with this
facility, ask your APL-Coordinator far.4permissio4t. to use it, and give
it a try. This book'is designed to explain some baste facts about
using the computer. It will showyouhow, t4s get started, and yall can
take it -from there. YoU need nothaVe hadrary special or ith-ianced
mathematics itrtruction basic: math i1 plenty. If you have had
Algebra. or Geometry, you're: that iii4ch better Oft. HoweVer, no
matter what your math instruction, you can aetUally -teach yourself
some' real computer programing witlronly a Little. practice.

[The system used by the ..;:Atlanta schools is called a remote
terminal system.' This means (shay connection with the 3EW47.T
Mafisp27-- (locited- in dountoWn Atlanta) is made from some distance
awfiy:.elth a terminal, which looks like a large typeWriter. Standard
phone lines carry the connJetien in fact, you, 'will use a pri.
telephone; or Dataset-, to "call" the computer and connect the

Seaause the computer doestOt understand Ereglish as yoU know it,
yOu must use aHspecloal language. The particular language yCu will use
LS 'calledAPOisa. Theel.'stands for. A Programming Languages the )60
for the -type of computer you will-'Ceconnectea with: an IBM
Sys£Z0/100.,: You., will- find that APL is similar in many ways to yoUr
regular arithmetic. the.symbol.J.or:aaditioe,is!*; for" division,-
etc.'lloweVer;ii is also different in Some ways.

The APL keyboard (figure 1) is designed like a regular typewriter
keyboard. .Notice: that the 'normal alphabet keys type letters.lin
unshifted (lower-] case) position only, and these letters are
iteiticizeCI-Heepitale:ABcarpdHi'ixLmsorQRvthritxrz.: When shifted (ocol*,1r
case) theAeys, type only: symbols OrAmnctuation. The number keys are
in-Ahe,sarae4ositiones .a - regular ty-wkiter, but the numeral is
distingutshed'iromthe'etter:j:0

S1GN-ON
In order to make the connection between your terminal and the

computer you imust go through a procedure called SIGN -ON. To perform
as sigs-o s. and begin a session-with the computer there are certaf,n
steps you must follow. Before trying- a signon ask your API.-
Coordinator for a aieo-on ACCOUNT NUMBER. Read the instructicns below
once completely so that you will have some idea of what to do. Ycu
don't have to memorize the instructions -- just be familiar with
them.

you.,
them exactly for your first few sign-on's, at least

Until you get the hang of it. If you make a mistake, don't worry!
You can't hurt APL. Simply start over and try again. (serf. S)

Insert paper into:the terminal. Mae 'whatever paper your
APL-Coordinator.ppivides.
Sit Oonfortabli-Atthe terminal with the dataset (or
telephone) 'reach.
Turwithe',..terminal's ON /OFF switch to ON The switch is
"located on the right of the keyboard.



4. Look over on the kit side of the terminal (not the
typewriter part -- the dusk or table pa.4:0 and find the
switch marked LCL/COM. He sure it is switched to COM. Some
terminals say LOC instead of LCL. In local (LCL or LOC)
your terminal is a regular typewriter!

5. Pick up the telephone receiver on the dataset and press the
button marked TALK. It will stay down and you will hear a
dial tone.

6. Dial, the computer number: . If you hear a
busy-signal or al click and no other response, either the
telephone lines are full or the computer. is DOWN (not
available). If you hear a ringing and no answer, again the
computer is DOWN. Y should try >again later.

7. When the computer answers pcrely, you will hear a high,
piercing done in the receiver. whoa this happens, press the
DATA button on top of the dataset firmly and it will light.
You may then hang up. If the data button doesn't light at
all check your telephone connections and the power line to
the dataset.

8. When the DATA button has been pressed, the keyboard on the
terminal will unlock, permitting you to type your sign-on.
To do this, type a ) 'right-parenthesis -- followed by
your account number. (Der.not put a space between the right
parenthesis and the number,,or between the digits of the
number!) When throegh typing, press thaw Rem,: key. This
will move the type element back to"the margin, will advance
the paper one line and at sthe same time will send the line
you just typed to the computeV.

)9999.9

If the computer's response is INCORRECT SIGN -OR, chick to be
sure: you typed correctly.< The computer Will hOldthe_
connection about 10 seconds for you toltrra4aiS'belori4OU-
must dial the number again. If the response is` either
NUMBER IN LIES Or.- NUMBER' NOT IN SYSTEM, ask your 'APL
Coordinator for assistance. If the.eomputer receives, your
sign on 'properlyi it-will,type'imitsome:informatlon,about
the time and' date of sigh-on", and lelOW'that it 'will

.

type the name of the computer 'system. Note the example -
belowi.

)99999'
003) 10.41.30 05 /07/70 ALGEBRA

-4 -P -L-\-3 6-0-EXPRESS

The information 'on the second e UPoyerwill' vary depending on
the time;date, an'erthcsign-on?acConneneberTisitiThe=Word,,-EXPRENS---
on, he bottom line::14ans'that;the amountYfime.-YOu are connected is
auternatiCallYlliliied by.the'comPutir. '.frOM 15
minutia' te' one".hoUr.' If you don't sign bff before yO.etime is up,
you will automatically be signed off at the-ond'otthe

When all the.above has 'eon accomplished, you are ready to go to
uork'On'APL. HoWeUer, for futUre reforence,'here lethe procedure you
mUat follow to sign off:
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1. TWA )arr and press the ilt6TURN key. Wait until the comprIter
prints some informPtionabout the time you were congtecvd,
etc.

2. When the computer stops printing, turn the terminal ohlorr
switch to OFF.

At this point there is,something.that should be stressed for 411
beginning users: the An. terminal system is ideal for lesrning
because there is no ,t±,& that you can damage anything by typing on the
terminal. The iiiiiit7that can hiPpen i:va:simple error, which has no
of tect on either terminal or eoputer. -: For these reasons. w urge
students to go 7=137Ihd,"exper nt" try some new things. It's
the bett,way to'learnI

MESSAGES BETWEEN USERS

If somethingAoes_wrong. which you d4 not understand you Can send
a message to the operator,.terminel downtown.:

you: ).OPEN AMY i LISS tisc(leave one space between ./

APL: the costmandand your message)

When you bit thir-WETON, key the computer.respondaaftera alight
pause with 4tHr'dalesniinglthe,:neesege.,:heebeentYPPItHeUton the

-.--operator"terminar.-7NOW::Centinueitith your work*.
......... _

You can also learn:--whO.:else is using AFL by typing the system
command:

you: )PORTS
APL: OPR OPE (this is the operator)

001 VGA
003 USC
005 GAT

To send a message to someone, first find out their port number(it changes each time they sign on) then type )mscm a ach-va, theport number, another space, and than the neseage- Once you hitRETURN the message is transmitted.

you: )MSON 3 L7-MS.,JOSSS:TNEWSZ.
SPIT

Again, the response 4s sat? although it may be Al while before
SENT)ierprinted: lUyou get. imPatientAmdk-,wish.tOcontinuir 'working.
yOUmay.hit-ATTN,.but1f you do, thoe,rePil, :NMAGU&OST-''.willf-ha.re-
,ceiveC 'The'ATTENTX0W-key.haMAnterropted'the message carrier and
the measage'will'Oot:bwrecoieeChy anyone.

&copy of allimeeiagai-hetwien Users-is printed on a momitei.printer
at the cOtipUter,,center..., Transmission of oblicene'itessages. : via tale-
processing44iieteslY.isPMeiihable-under rodetil and- StatelawmbY-a_ ,

fine or a prison' sentence, or 'both.,

triffietlikli

.2,..

When communicating with the 'computer you .must be able
, . . .distinguish who typed whit. -14Ormally,'.everything:yeutype,(escept

..., .,....,.

Literal input) thd.nte4sic ng-theAcomputer'types

.
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you: -5 (hit RETURN)
APL: -5

Dyadic operations involve an cperator with values on either side
of the operator. Dyadic use of + is, for example, 4+7. The + has a
value before and aftbr it. .Morlarlic operation involves an operator
with a value only to its right. Nanadic use of + is +7. The + has
nothing cn its left.

Monadic use of : gives the reciprocal of a number. The reciprocal
of 17 is,1/17 (APL does not give fractions, but instead, gives the
decimal equivalent of 1/17).

you: *17
APL:0.05882352941

(hit RCTURN)

DYADIC HONADIC
(dyadic=two) (monadic=one) -

operator operator
1 4

14 + 15 + 15

1 1 , 1

value value Aralue

There is also a monadic use for x, which you may learn from your APL
manual.

To write seven squared (72) in APL, write 7*2 rather than trying
to type the raised number. APL has no superscript numbers to use as
exponents. The asterisk, or star, is the power or exponent sign.

you:
APL:49

7*2 (hit RETURN)

Seven times seven (or seven squared) is forty-nine.

you: 3*3
APL:27

APL has no specific function to find the square root o5 a number.
However, the square root of 44s the same as raising 4 to the one-
half Power, or, in APL, 141(0.5.-

you:
APU:2

The quare roo of four is two APL will also do other roots such as
T root, and

t
fifth root; all,you have to do is type, instead of .5,

the decimal equivalent of the reciprocal ofthe root number.

you:
APL:2

8*.333333333

Combining several operations into, one step includes ORDER OF
EXECUTION. In arithmetic the exponents are evaluated first, then the
multiplication and division, and finally, addition and subtraction.



ORDER OF EXECUTION: WHAT HAPPENS HHEN

AM does not follow this order. Regardless of operation, AFL
executez ft-om right to left.

ORDINARY ARITHMETIC EXECUTION

3x4+7

Qultiplication
first ® 7
replacement Eki +7

addition
last 1P73)

01U

APL EXECUTION; RIGHT -TO -LEFT
3x4+7

right operation
first ' . 3x 147.1

4
replacement 3x nj

next operation
10 the left

replacement
and results

0.121

so if you forget the APL right7-to-lefi rule, you could get a wrong
tookthii3

ORDINARY. ARITHMETIC EXECUTION

31+2x1x2
division first kIll +1x1x2

replacement +2x1x2

multiplication
next 3+ VI1 x2

replacment 3+ W x2

multiplication
repeated' 3+

A

addition last aid;

replacement
and.reSlti



APL EXECUTioNi

311+x1,'1

right operation
first 341+2x

replacement 3'1+2x

next operation
to theileft 3+1+

replacement

next operation
to the left 5.+41

replacement 34 ID

51124

i23

next operation
4

replacement
and results

4-51

I() 6J

TO-LLFT

Interesting, isn't it? Well, there is a way to get the right
answer: you may change order of execution by using parentheses.
Whenever ( ) appear in a line of APL, whatever is within the
parentheses is executed first. (Execution inside or outside of
.parentheses always follows 117Yight to left .rule.) The final value
found within the parentheiei, replaces the pSrentheses. Once all
parentheses have been evaluated, execution continues right to left.

3+1+2xix2 results in 7 when using ordinary, arithmetic execution;
.6 when using APL execution. To make the results 7 when using APL
execution, use parenthesei.

(3+1)+2x1x2
1-21x2 execute within parentheses1130EII

+2x1X2gi replacement

after ( ) ev
execution conti
right operation

replacement

next operation
to the left

replacement

next operation

results
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"Factorial" is a function,Used ih.AlgIra.' The factorial,of,five,

factorial of r "' The Lis)Made with (up4hift K), a
backspace, ax point. This is called" "overstrike"
Several other characters are also4nSde by overstrikes'.

is the same as 5x4x3x2x1 "e factorial ca 3 is 3x2xf. In LPL, the

you:
APL:6

:3 (hit RETURN) (3x2x1)

41,4

(hit RETURN)you: ;5
APL:120

To perform operations involving .circles, a value for pi is
needed. The formula for the area of a circle is IT,2 To find
the area of a circle with a radius of 3 inches u32 . Pi is
approximately 3.14159265 and is unending In APL, pi is provided by
the monadic symbol 0 (upshift letter 0), read "pi times". Be careful
not to confuse 0 with the upshift J. the letter 0, or the numeral
zero.

(upshift.. 0)
(upshift

a

called "circle" or "pi times"
called "small circle"
letter 0

vz number zero

y 01 (hit RETURN)
APL. 3.141592654,

No x si is needed because monadic 0 means pi times. This is an
exception wh re the multiplication operator is not reluired, and
multiplicatio is implied.

To find the area of a circle with radius 3:

:you 03*2
APL: 28.27433188

Since pi is a never-ending decimal, the computer approximates pi to
ten digits. Therefore, the answer involving o is a number rather
than a multiple of pi.

To find the circumference of a circle (cicumference= Ird ) with
diameter 6:

You: 06
APL: 18.84955592

You may use APL to select -positive whole numbers at random. By
typing ?10 you are asking the computer to select any number batWaa4
(and, including) 1 and 10- It respond with one random number.
The ? is read' "roll".

you ?10
API,: 8

The computer randomly selected the number 8 rom 1 2

9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.



you: ?lo
APL: 2

This time, the computex rane-ialy selected the number 2.

you: ?,40c

APL: 792

APL provides several unique Operations. Thy were created
because the operations they p9rf6rill are often useful in various
programs.

r6I4 takes the next whole number greater, than or equal to six
divided by four. In other words, r rounds up, to the next whole
number.

z.
z

you:
APL: 2

1-61-4

Six divided by four is one and one-hdlf. When you round up this
number , the next largest whole number is two

1-1.237
2

f.432
0

f takes the "ceiling of a number and is employed monddically.

The ,opposite of f is L which takes the "floor" of a number, the
next whole number less than or, equal to the number to the right of L.

you:
API.J 3

3

3

L3.764

L3

101

Here you are rounding down numbers. 01 is an approximation of
3.141592654. When you take the floor of pi you come up with 3.

1.3.2105
-4

Dyadically, r takes the maximum of the two numbers on either side
of it- takes' the minim*

Seven is greater than four, therefore the "ceiling" chases seven.



7r4
7

417
4

111.4 2.579
10.4

A4-33
R4.-143

AID
33

Residue, an upright bar f lupShiftm , takes the remainder,,,of-a,
division problem.

26
4 ri153'

8

24
(The remainder is one).

s.

You: 41105
APL:

To get the total answer and the remainder pailted out

LOW
In APL there are ways of comparing numbers (different from

operating on thsm, such as by addition, subtraction, !C); t.0*.
instance; if you knOw if 7jii4.6IO A was larger than or
ual to Yikiable.k,'iou could do tiki:

4



In each case the result was either a one or a zero. The signs
s = x z > are called logical operators (all have the sant%

meaning as in regular math). If the statement using them is true,
the result is 1.,If it is false, the result is 0.0ne and zero are the
only posiible answers you can get from, using the logical Operators.
Notice the following xamples:

A-23

C4-0

B410

A>A+B

5x(A=A)

5

A=A

1

In the next to the last example, the..response was 5/11, not a one or
zero. This is becauteyon: Multiplied: ,§ times the result of A=A. Since
A=A.produce said ,a really id 5x1,1Or 5

, _
, ,

/1

SETS OF NUMBERS OR
i i

- - , _,

Atsump:-.ir-ot000040d:tpa number 2 to several numbers, namely 3,
. .. __

5,.'7, 9, and 11. You:daft typq in :

/:/:
/

or YOu may do it all in one line

2+3 5.kR 9 11
-5,7.9 11 13

and save a lot of,effort.

This is addition using a vector. A vector is a
nuMbers.

WHEN TYPING A VECTOR ALWAYS PUT
ELEMENT.

When operating with vfxtors the computer responds with
vectoi.

series of

12

AT LEAST ONE SPACE BETWEEN EACH

another



The lest number is 5 bec?ilse 6t-,1 U-1 is negative one',
remmebet7) is 5 Or, if you wish. vou:sisy putAhe vector:on:the left
of the operator.

3 2 1 0.-1 6
)3'1'6'5:--

34 5 6*4
11.75 1 1.251.5

Here is another example:
1 2 3 4*2

1 4 9 16

When a vector appears on both sides of an operation sign,
operation applies to both Vdetori, element by element..

"vide ^rach number .
f 4)

1

fi

The first element of the, left vector (1) As added to the first
element' of the right vector -for, the first element of the
reaultant vector (7). The second eliemeneof ;the left:.-ator'
added -to the second element of the vector(4) for -vethe' *Second
element of the resultant "vector (5): this apPlies to vectors Of, anylength. HOweVer bOth vectors must be QC the same length. If you try
to "Operate on vectors of different le s, the computer Will tell
you

LENG2* ERROR

If you get this response, display each vector to see what its
Contents are. 'Reassignf oRervector to conform length to the other
vector.

A4C
1&'SCTM ERROR
z

1 2 3 4

1 2 3



C contains Only 3 numbers while A contains 4 numbers,- It is
theHco0OUter'to operate on these two 4r:equiv. X,ength

vectors, Yo. !Wet change the number of values:in-one,of:the wOntors
so:: that the.lengthofone will equal the length of the other. Theft
the computer can operate on them.

C4-1 2,- 3 4 '

AtC I

....... , : 4
APL .iehootcOniined to working with numbers. It can also work

with lettereorilphabetic characters, which are not variabjes.
These are dalledi iralS.

A
FISH RMAN

1,1

c...011puRi_ . .

C
FOUR

If more than one character is within the quotes, it becomes a literal
vector. Both of these are examples of literal vectors. A was
iiiifiRed the value of everything, within the single quotes, FISHERMAN.
Every literal character must be put within single quotes.

To 'index a literal vector (such as .4 and C), in other words, to
rearrange selected letters from their contents, type the vector .name
(A), a ( Cleft 'bracket), then the-numberthe position of the
first letter, a blank, then the second position number, and so on
until the selection is complete; then type Yand return:

A(3 5 5 73
SEEM
A(1 8 7 5)

FAME

ERROR MESSAGES ,1

By now, if you've had much time to use the computer terminal, you
have probably gotten at least several different' kinds of ERROR
REPORTS (in fact, if you've been trying real hard you may have gotten .
seven or eight!). This is one of the great advantages of APL: if an
error is made, the computer tells You what kind Of error, not just
the fact that it occurred. Right now, a knowledge of Orome of he
simple error reports may be of some help in Your use of 'AFL. The APL
notation below is exactly what the computer types out when the
particular error occurs.

VAZUE ERROR

This happens when you try to use a variable with no ,value assigned to
it. For instance, if you type A+5 and then type A+80-You will get a

value error\with' the little marker (A) showing the beginning letter
in the variable without 'a value.

14



Ao5

A411

VALUE ERROR

A+8'
A

syNrAx ERROR

When the report Syntax -Error is received, it indicates that the
command was poorly or incorrectly made. For exastile, if youltad an
extra parenthesis'' in a formula; Ole computer replies with a SYntax
'Error.

((2,0)-4.5

sVITAX_RIMOR___

((210)-4.6
A

DOMAIN ERROR

P.rror perform an
operation that can't take plaOe with the numbers You Providid, You
know that it is iniPosniblU to take the square root of a aegative
number (ignoring imaginary humbers).. If you try it in APL, the
computer tells you that itis impossible .to do.

9*0.5

Programs are .written to teach the compdter to do ,something
doesn't already know. Programs set up steps; the computer executes
them exactly as 'they are written, line by-line. Progralea are useful
when a process is to be used over and over again.

APL can a,be in one of two states or modes
mode, and it Cannever be in, both:
eicicutiOn. mode enables the computer to
instruct ons you type in when you hit the
gives an immediate response.

.1 It is alw.ays' in one
the same time The

1ialme0iitely carry out
7ETUBM key. The computer

The execution mode can be changed to the defiilition mode by typing a
v (celled del, upshift "Gs), followed bireirTol-The program you
are creating:

VARYNAME

In this state, the computer ishle'io.receive instructions (as many
lines -ai you 'like) without "executing any ot'tbeM., TO return -Jib
iikeaUtiOn mode afier_the'prOgrem is complete, tipe aeOther ,V (del)'.
TifiaCpiOgr6e of'instructions entei0**.the user `during definTETOn

15



mode can only be carried out in execution mop.

PROGRAM: Converting degrees in Centigrade to degrees in Fahrenheit.

Use the formula:

C=5/9 (F-32)

To begin, the formula must be written in APL.

CONVENTIONAL APL

F-32 P-32

5/9 5,9

C C

C=5/9 (f-32) C4-S*9xF-12

Now check carefully the order of execution

51.4xF -32

5*9 X 1P r7qi

5* Mt next operation to the left.

This is not right. F-32 should be multiplied by 'St9 , not just
nine. Overiding the ordinary order of execution is necessary.

C4-(5*9)xF -32

Check order of execution again.

5.1-T xF -32

-512=.q-,32
5t9 x 1.4204
5/9x EUUD
'5/9 .17://f/J4

tfiA12411

This is the desired result. The formula. is now in APL.

Here is how to-put it into a program:

yOu type a v and ,the _name of
the program spaCeeY.

vDEGREES

When you hit RETURN, indicating that you ore, finished with:, .,tha.tt .-.

lire, the computer responds with jIli meaning that it is ready 0
receive the first .line of instructions. APL automatically ':nuitbera r,

,,ti,4,
your program lines io: .

VDE GREET



Now type in the fok.,inuia lasing APL notation.

11) C4-(511))/F-32

When you hit RETURN, you are finished with line one. The
computer,typesj23 and Waits terHyOur-instructions.

, .

.

If at any you make A -tiping,,:efror and realize it bag= you
it RETURN, baCkiiiiCe'°ttv, th4 error, thhit ATTE and retype the rest the

., -ne.

[5] ./tfastC
; A

*C

If you realize your iisti.ke AlLex,youhave hit RETURN, on the
next ).ing,InsteadQt4YllihOlat-Lgoee,therstype---1--then.theinumber_
of the line which has errors, type a' 3 and RETURN; the line is now
ready to:be:reilioedcompletely, like this:

(2] [17

You want the program next to print the evaluation or C so -for'
-line .2 type 'C and RETURN. !

VDEGREES
El3 C4-(549)xp -32

[3]
[2]"\C

You are finished with the program, atxt want to return to
execution mode. Type V, and RETURN. In other ords,V begins and
ends definition mode. OThe computer will type anvthine in
response.) Here is how your program looks new:

VDEGRAES
[1] C44549)xF-32
[2] C
[3] , V

To make the program, run, first assign a value for F, your
ariable (C does not need to be assigned avalue'becaus*'-it is givenr

a value, by the progkam).

F4-32 (hit RETURN)

Then, type the name of the program:

DEGREES

When you hit RETURN, the program will execute using the atsigned,
value for P and will print'the-n4aluited value for C.

Here are,some-exampleti
( ,

1. P4-32

0
DEGREES

17



NMI

tas,r, Es

31-7/77770

SOW. hero is hoaryou can convert several valves at one tine:
P.O 32 100'212
DMUS
17.77711770 0 3/.72777/70 100

.........

you use a vector far several values for. P. you 94tt/ several
computed values for C I

.Here, is enother, progiimi example: Converting ',fmat4 to ars

k tat ; X : :, be the nenher of feett, which you entert es 4 variable,: x
,-..:....:,th.V.44,00,,h1;threeL:i3414WJ,n',..-.,-yevell.will,--blittiost- erda,_4:-It:-,_-_-:::.

, 3 does divide- X.evenly. the, reenic_witi Int,2a de-einal. Iniewee.
yoU'Vnint remainder lift, in feet.- Bow amold/ifou write the proexam

. zeH print numher of yards and the nenbei t 'of/feet left' over,
. ..,

.. o remove the decimal iron X13'usel L. To print the roseinder
: ettardiviiion,---une7sesidues----30- 4 , ,-- °

ady to .tell the computer your pEograns

C4.1::Tt24.a atenig4-tb-7-tne nuW6er ot-parde
Amisigns-:to P the noiher of feet,

t-41 7 print I
'::',1.til P print F

ts.] a ,

To rrun, the program, assign a value for X and then type the programns. 0

I
X4-11

-

YARDS
3

2

11 feet *goals 3 yards, 2 feet.
PAGE _15, ADD REVICWxi! Youlio áor D5s1em. ak BACK 'to

THIS,;,SECTIOB So I'M.

The computer, can :print 'words, if, you tell Lt
what-':-'you'Nwasit-4, printed- ibeeinepostrophowhiOW4stni,npoitt,glitsyy.:
You,cwhave °yaidF!Aindfeirimintird:in,the

OF progxen;%'7To'do:'Ihis-' yoo-limsC, title- the

to. '- You: tyPe exactly
aCiningle,zeuote, latillitif or

output; rewrite the
new&proiregw,,something

VitARDel

'IlitY4413':-
\

(2r 8,4,0 YARDS°
-'' C33 f31X-"-'''

. ,

T ,... .,



Pt 12 hief these vartsobion.
SMOOrated numeric eillireCt4Ortorag ado tie ohiracters. Output f*s.dittforant itypess
suet tolv-';1000oStodAW sAllustosiPs. Aloe+, run your-sew, ;prosetems,,

EAA-6,01t

)rAmosz

a' tittle hard to read.
output tar, easier reeding
quotes in Ilse* 2 and = Liao

mx

should/reads

E e )

Ana 'lino

per
4

ptaa

Sow ruh the p art await.
_v_II_L______

3 rasta7Y-Pirrr-----

Mere is anothersalpie programs To *vertigo numbers. add them
dividetheActal,,,hy,the.nomber'oreembers. Translate"-this to APtos

4 .

31*44 4 le C. 41.
Stolle all '4

To' execute .,this'-,p ,-41,441121.,ar-f4mtb;vsus Lab *must be *Stored.
In thisiestimplei4o,'Acasalgaver ::Lthe:foor7; isr4a4All, C. and
O. ,r=comutiii ;,,,,4*-0*tors ,:to, a ,e;xihairs? The limitedabilit04, isprimpr*sokieltAoCworth'ori .vVectore viii be
idsial:for;"thiss-problem.'?., ;

. 1

,

Let 'II be a',:VeCtor Of ,,Morsbere,4kich,you,,wieh to aiTerege. Sew .the
lem;,ia[adding ;4 thsa'llpyt;vATI.Ivery,ctiminessiontlyhas;la '..# opertitort s ';;Lighgaiing ''; 'ditel 1 OW for ,vectors., ,;' The

.,, - ;, oy., or
,
to ono: nembeta_:, ,i'lwmartimg the -- operator

eirli alemeet,of 'the-,*,,r,, ;

, -+/1,2 3:e .'
means :1'2.44*34416
11,01-Cdt AS 10.

,,,,' ,,, ,' ,
of x.

will 'addrataCh element of vector X ,, rogardlems, of dm lengthof x. - ,

MOW this -is worked Yout, you, have to. figer_e; a,- way to get , the
coi*Oter.,:.,to-,-;:osiust;,-,,tlse;'',mussintr-ot,mumbrins',Isilittuc;:isectOr so that r the, , .4 pdivisiosi. can be' dew. , , '. '-'; ; . ,

'I ;-,



APL has an operator P (the Greek letter rho) to ,determine the
length of a vector. PX will yield the length 7377y , or the number of
numbers in the vector X.

Y+1 3 5 7 9 0 8

PY
7

There are'seven numbers in the. vector Y .

Write the program:

VA VG

[1] 7-4-(1-/X)fpX
[2] Y

X--19 2035 67

Assume you have another vector of integers, Y. You.do not wani
to average .it by itself but you want.'to find the average of al:
elements of X.plus all elements of Y. You could reenter. a differeni
value for X ; if,You wish, but if the:vectors are long, typing.in al:
these .numbers .-is a lot of trouble; APL has an .easy way to do this
caasd'clatenation.. Catenating'vectors with a (comma) Puts the
vertors together into one 'single, longer-vector.

Y÷ 17.29 3,0

9,44.11 .

Z (display Z.)
19 20 35 87_17- 29 30

Now use your.'_AVG prOgrainii6 average this longer vector.:

PROS GRAMi. Counting by two's to a given number.

You count by two's by, adding , two to each previous number
starting with, zero. To write a program ,in APL this- will involve
loop.,

Begin with zero :

X-4-0

-Addtwo to,thatand-reassign,I,

X-41X+2'

, then when loOps back to this'-step,,tWo,Will'be added,to:X:eac
time, and X will:increase:

VTWOS%

,E23';X-4-X±2
,



The right arrow means "go to"; step 4 says "go to step 2"

If you execute this program you will get endless numbers
increasing by 2 each time. To stop this prOgram,,hit ATTN and after
the computer types the line number, you type a right arrow'(-0. Now
you are out of the program.,

You need to have some way for this program to stop itself. When
X reaches -a 'certain number, make the program stop. To do this you
must have a conditional Idol); in .other words, if .X is less than z
certain number, make the loop again (make X increase by 2),
otherwise, stop.;

A conditional branch is made of the "go to" arrow, the condition,_
and the line number.

N is the number you don't want .X 'to be greater than

Ifthe condition is true, the program will loop, otherwise the
program' will go to the very next step.

If (X<N) go
, 7')

to 17-0-l'ateP2 ( 2 ) But the 'APLorder'requires that it
read: go to ( ) if thecondition is true (X<N) step :2 ( 2 Y._

EXAMPLE:

THREE,PONPONENTS:,OFA'CONDITIONAL BRANCH

A ='GO'TO
B =tIF-THIS IS 'TRUE
C =111BERE PROGRAM IS TOGO NEXT

Your program will intei-rdpt; and go , immediately, to line,
if the , variable 7,W"':iS ',greater- than 4 ',where ,iti will then
required by ,line 1 U,rand then' go 'frorn there ALL , C
BRANCHES MUST CONTAIN THESE THREE ELEMENTS. This Useful:
APL alloWs you .,to' do: SOMething the ''.program IF a certain'

number ,110

do -what' is
ONDITIONAL
'feature of
-Condition,



To replace step 4 , reopen the program named TWOS :

VTWOS
C5]

the computer does not respond with line 1 because the first four
lines of the program named TWOS are already filled up. Instead of
entering line five, tell the computer you want to redo line 4:

VTWOS
[5] [4]
[4]

the computer responds with the line number you wish to rewrite and
,.waits reentry.

+(X<N)/2
C5] V reenter execution mode .

this program, assign i a nuMbe then type the program

V

TheAPIJ-System can.be broken up :`into several -different- parts.
When yonl 'sign Onr, you 'use.:, what is called a user account number. The
systemhaa 'Many' of tivaa account ,numbers, all above .1000.77F67.pnes
numbered :below 19oar.',::have'; contain-programa,that
anyoneiin the systeM-'can use. Yon :.Can7 ,on with one of these
numbers°,'-',bUt you "borroW"' programs from them to use yourself.

Your. account (or library) number the one you sign on with
is divided into ',one or. more workspacea., 'EaCh" 'workspace in ,.your
library is like a,: book in a real library. It contains your ,stored
programs." (Or functioni) which' are like chapters in the

contains_
-You can

borrow and ;Ude a 'copy :of: any' bOok, (WorkspaCe):` in your , In
fact, with the proper inforMation'. (and permission) you can borrow
copies, of other people's books. or ,workspaces, l- But yon,may only look
at 1 and," use one 'workapice at. a time. i When, you have :a copy of a
workspace, (when yOuhave, loaded- it `into,,your Workspice) you ;may, use
any 'of `_its Prograias AlFi5,7,37, you ,have one'workspaCe ;already loaded
and you"lOad,:anotrier, the :one':you,, previously ,ohad--' is : ; automatically
remOved:

I '

If :`you` want ,-.'to list . the; '," workspaces , contained . in.,tha 'account'
, . - , .. , . ,

nUmber',you signed on ,with ,`:,-.type. 'hit ',RETURN: ',The listout . RETURN: .
,printed out is, a%list, of the-,.names,,of 'the. workspaCea- in ' that:accounty-
number. , --;, If ' none, are ,L then ' none: have been ,_s taked.;".If,;;irOU'; want



to e:cle! or use one of these- workspaces, type )LOAD followed by a
space and the name of the workspace. you wish to see (remember you can
only Isde one at a time) . You must spell the name exactly as it is
shown in the )LIB listing, no matter how strange it may sound. The
computer respohds with the time and date that the workspace was
stored.. You have now loaded the workspace.

)LOAD 1.628 LEMSTY
SAVED 10.57.39 11/11/70

WORKSPACES

Now you would probably like to see what programs have been stored
(or saved) in the workspace .- To do this, simply type )FNS and hit
RETURN. The list that :follows, is the names of all the programs or
functions-within: that particular rworkspace. They are printed in
Alphabetical -order. To list the Variables-, ;type )VARS and hit
RETURN..-:. Again, the list of variables is alphabetically arranged. You
may have to do , a little experimenting to find what some of the
programs do, :.but-.40:,:ahead and 'try ''.77-yolf-:;wonl t hurt anYthing. 'By the
way, if you have forgotten the name of the workspace you are in, the
comihand:, )WSID followed by RETURN will, tell you the name of the
workspace . If you have not loaded any workspaces, then you are : in a
clear workspace, and the computer tells You exactly that by typing--

You may want to create a whole new workspace to save your program
or programs in.- To do this, first you must be in a clear workspace.
Then; without loading .anything, .type in the programs you want stored
in the new workspace in 'same way you ordinarily would. When : you
are through, type )SAVE (just like the store 'command). followed by the
name You -want :. the new ' Workspace to have (up to eleven letters . or
numerals, no 'spaces allowed) and hit RETURN. , NOteS This is the name

---of your workspace,' not the name of 'any -program. Sample workspace
names ardIMATNCLASS, GA#ES, JOHNSWORK.. The computer will respond by

.

typing out the time and date of , storage .. Your workspace is now saved,
along with that program ._ (ok. function) which you: 'created when you
typed the V *and- the 'program name. Any time you sign on with your
accOunt-nUmber,' you may type )LIB and work3pace will be one of
those-y listed. J Remember, -.:,however, that the new workspace is stored

:only in the number you 'signed on With.. Often, when you try to save
a new workspace, you will get the message WS QUOTA USED UP . This
ineans, just that: there: is no ,room left in that number: for a new
workspace: If this is the case, it is advisable to just use one of
the other workspaces in your 'number:'.If:;,yOu need new workspace
uigently, call the computer -Center- druwntowni they can 'give you
additional iroom for workspaces.



PUBLIC LIBRARIES

APL has a group of veirikspacem vwith numbers below 1000 that are F;
there for public use. nT famT.., they are called Public Libraries.
)LIB followed by the labrary number, and out comes a 1st of the
workspaces contained irr tree: number. Simply type

)LIB .1
ADVANCEDEX
APLCOURSE
NEWS
PLOTFORMAT
TYPEDRILL
WSFNS
VIDE()
MULTDRILL
TRYTHIS
LATER_

The libr ies we currently have are numbered 1 through 5, so give
this lis ing a try. Loading a workspace from a public library is
almost ex ctly like loading one of your own priliate workspaces. The
one difference is that you have to tell what library and what
workSpace you want when loading from 'a public library, while with
your own workspaces you need only give the name of the workspace. To
load a public library workspace, type )LOAD followedbythe_library
number-and-,the-name-of the-workspace-you--W4ht: ---Note- the-following
example

)LOAD 1 PLOTFORMAT
SAVED 10.33.`29 09/22/68

Most of the workspaces, in our, public libraries will give you some
kind of description of their contents if you type out DESCRIBE'. Even
if they don't, you can list the names of the programs they contain by
typing )FNS . The list that follows (in alilhabetical order) is'S list
of the programs in that workspace. It may require some exPerimehtihg
to find what some of the programs do, but don't ilet this frighten'
you. Experimenting in APL is fine -- especially public iihiaries,
where nothing can be stored'permanently by our re4Ular users.

4
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vit

ERROR REPORTS

CHARACTER ERROR

DEFN ERROR

DOMAIN ERROR

LENGTH ERROR

MESSAGE LOST

RESEND

SYMBOL TABLE FULL

SYNTAX ERROR

SYSTEM ERROR

VALUE ERROR

WS FULL

Improper symbol used -- re-enter line

Incorrect attempt at function definition or
improper use of V

Requested operation cannot be done using the
given values

VectorS are nct of the same length -- rework one
vector

The message
transmitted

Last line
computer --

you were trying tc send was never
-- re-send

entered was not received by the
re-enter last line

Too many variables used erase some

Incorrect command re- enterl line with
corrections

Internal problem -- report these to the Terminal.
Services Coordinator along with your printout

A variable has not been give any value
assign a-value to the variable

You have no more room in your workspace -- load
another one

)CONTINUE

)LOAD

)ERASE

lwsrp-

)WSID2,JoBITUR

)SAVE

)SAVENSNAME,,

)FNS,,

JyAng

sign off

sign off and save your workspace

change to a different workspace

erase a program (function), or a variable

name of current workspace.
I

change name of current workspace to JOBFOUR

/'store Workspiceon disk -

, .

store ECcopTok,current workspace
, , ,

cliffereutname,,t ''

list 'the2prOgramstunctionS) n.a workspace

iit'itariahle-s :,,ityrprks'paCe ,

isC anyhaiteefUnCti one'

under a' new or



.

)LIB list all named workspl-ces in your library

)PORTS list terminals currently signed on the system,
by port number and identification

)MSGN send a one -line message to another port

)0PBN send a one-line message to the operator at the
computer tenter

.)CLEAR drop the current workspace

I-BEAM FUNCTIONS

The x ( i backspace T , spelled I- beam) lolloWed by any of
these numbers,. will give you certain data depending on which nUmber
is used:

119 Amount of time (in sixtieths of a second) that the
keyboard has been unlocked since sign-on

120 Time of day (in sixtieths of a second)

121 Amount of computer time used since sign-on (in sixtieths
of a second)

122 Number of bytes (or characters) remaining for use in your
workspace

123 Number of terminals currently in use

124 Timb Yon signedon (in sixtieths of a second)

125 Date, given as pairs of digits ior-month, day' and Year: 07
23 70

127 Gives a vector of'statement numbers of statements withinany programs where execution was suspended for some
reason.

126 Gives the first element of the vector developed by I-beam
27.-,

129 Gives your user account number.

27



SYMBOL CHART
STMBOL NAME FUNCTION OR MEANING

TERMINAL ROW ONE

umlaut or not used
diaeresis

negative monadic - designate a negative number

< less than dyadic - comparing numbers

less than or dyadic comparing numbers
equal to

equals dyadic - comparing numbers

greater than dyadic,- comparing numbers
or equal to

greater than dyadic - comparing numbers

x not equal dyadic - comparing !lumbers

v Or dyadic - logical union

dyadic - logical intersection

minus monadic-negation
dyadic -subtraCtion

division monadic-reciprocal
dyadic -division__

plus monadic-ldentity
dyadic -addition

x

and

time monadit-si
dyadic -Multiplication

TERMINAL ROW-TWO'

r0 monadic-random numbers
dyadic -random numbers without replacement

6Mcga.-

element

P . rho

not

drop

not used

dyadic - lqgical membership

monadic-dimensions
'dyadic reshape

monadic-lOgical negation .

dyadic - use specified_elements

dyadic ---,delete specified ,elements



0

a

iota

times

exponent

branch

assign

TERMINAL ROW

alpha

ceiling

maximum

floor

minimum

underline

del

delta

small circle

quote

monadic-consecutive integers
dyadic -indexing of arrays

monadic-multiples of pi
dyadic -trignometric functions

monadic-natural exponek
dyadic -power

monadic-branch within a program

dyadic - assigning values

THREE

not used

'monadic-rounds up

dyadic -takes maximum

monadic-rounds down

dyadic -takes minimum

used to underline various letters and characters

used to change modes

trace and stop codes

outer Product

used only in pairs for literal characters

numeric input

used in pairs to override order of execution

used in Pairs to index

TERMINAL ROW FOUR

Unnamed

=unnamed

,unnamed,,,

unnamed-

dedOde,

encode.

Absolute
Value

not used

not used

used

not used

dyadic -

,dyadic -

not

change to base ten
,

change 'bases

MenidiCabsolute value



residue

catenation

semicolon

decimal

colon

left slash

right slash

SYMBOL HOW MADE4

p. dyadic -remainder

monadic-make a vector
dyadic -combining vectors

dyadic - separation

place decimal within -a number

used with lock-words or line labels

dyadic - expand arguments

dyadic - reduce or compress

o backspace *

OVERSTRIKES

NAME FUNCTION OR MEANING

logatithth

o backspace reversal

monadic natural log o
-number'
dyadic .-
base

-log of a number, any

monadic - reverses order

rotate dyadic - rotates first elementS

O backspace \ transpose monadic - - switches dimensions
dyadic - changes designated
dimensions-Cf a matrix

a backspace

9backspaCe::

backspace

n backspace

ascending

grade dOwn monadic
'ordet

delitilde lo61c,s imirictions VE WITH CARH1)

comment or prevents the execution, allows
lamp for comments

badkspace 0 quote- ,quad

30

requires literal input



backspace factorial --monadic - evaluates factorial

combination dyadic-evaluates a combination

A backspace - nand dyadic - not and

v backspace nor dyadic ,-. noc or

/

backspace r I-beam monadic 7- various computer
functions

M STERI I,

IF you gipt no response after entering a command

TRY hitting RETURN

WHY? the computer cannot execute unless you send the command, and
it receives the command

IF you get no response and the.

TRY typing a quote

WHY? you may be in an open quote

IF

TRY

WHY?

type element i at the left

nothing happens for a long time I

entering data, or 6 command -

voo may have forgotten to

you execute a program and do not get any response for several
minutes

TRY hitting ATTENTION, then a +

WHY? it maybe in an endless loop

33,



IF you dial up and-get a busy signal or no answer

TRY hanging up

WHY? the system is down

IF you keep gettipg

TRY entering any number, or

WHY? you are in
al
program requesting numerical input (you'll be

out eentualy)

IF you don't under tand what you are doing

IF you think you have damaged the computer
something

TRY again

IF the type element is at the left margin without spacing over)
awaiting input

TRY- typing 0 backspace U backspace T .

WHY? you are within a program requiring literal or character
input: ihii will get yoli.euf

IF the terminal or telephone itself is actually broken

TRY calling 659 73381,-eictensian 327, and' ask for the Terminal
Services

WHY' report all-troubles-tc-the-Terainal-Services-Coordinator



We invite your comments, suggestions and criticisms,
whether they be bouquets or brickbats! It is planned that
this book will be revised within two years, so we would
like to make the next edition better and more useful to
our readers. Tell us what you like or don't like about
this book. If you catch mistakes or errors, please tell
us the specific page, paragraph, and line. If you have
questions that you would like answered, please be sure to
include your name and address. Suggestions may be
anonymous if you choose.

Address your comments to:

Terminal ,Services Coordinator
Ihformation Processing System
Atlanta Public Schools
218 TiYor-St., S.M.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Thank you!
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